The influence of hydrodynamic interactions on the coarsening rate r of a mist of droplets combining through diffusive coalescence is examined in detail. For a sufficiently rarified mist, the competing LifshitzSlyozov or evaporation-condensation mechanism is dominant, but the volume fraction of precipitate actually produced in most off-critical quench experiments probably favors direct coalescence, When the minority phase is continuous, as in a quench at the critical concentration, surface-tension eA'ects lead to a crossover from r -t'" to r -t, where t is the time.
I. INTRODUCTION
Spinodal decomposition is the process through which a thermodynamically unstable system separates into its components which can be either two phases of the same chemical species or phases of different composition. Cahn (2.5) where v~s/b, c (see Fig. 1 Firstly, as two drops are slowly squeezed together and at constant velocity the radial motion of the trapped fluid induces circulation into the drops themselves. In our effective disk against surface (or disk against disk), approximation to the two-sphere problem, we should modify (2.6 (2.17) 16~D~n, ln [2a/(3. 635) ] ' (2.14)
which except for the constant within the logarithm would have followed from (2.11). Equation (2.14) is the analog of (2.2 (2.24) is -10' too large so that. a rederivation of (2.25} would place the crossover at a -10$ where it should be on thermodynamic grounds.
A second crossover to gravity-dominated motion A similar formula, lacking perhaps the factor 0. 1, follows from dimensional analysis applied to V(P/p) = vV'v. " Equation (2.24) where a is the radius and A. the wavelength. The scattering intensity per drop varies as the dipole matrix element squared a'and is otherwise a function of kawith a maximum at ka = 0 and a shoulder that extends to ka-1.5, wherek is the momentum transfer. To complete I(k, t), one removes a factor n" the number of drops per volume, from (n«n «)/V.
What remains is a function of n~' and ka and when plotted against ka has a peak around ka -6. A simple analytic form is given by Ashcroft. " Since n~' is independent of time, I(k, t) grows as a'-t for any fixed value of ka. Depending on the exact form of (n,n «), I should have a peak around ka -2 wherei(k, t) begins to fall off as (ka) 'while (n«n ") is still rising. 
